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f you have not already entered the
world of e-books, I recommend
doing so for one simple reason:
classics can be downloaded for free. And
your first download may be the 1841
classic Extraordinary Popular Delusions
and the Madness of Crowds authored by
Charles Mackay. His examples have been
used time and again to explain economic
history to students and investors alike.
But his book is particularly useful in
the study of commodities with respect
to investor behaviour. The most famous
case is arguably the great Tulip Mania of
1624 when tulip bulb prices traded higher
than the price of gold. Fast forward to
the 21st century and we find fresh cases
filling the textbooks comparing manias
ranging from the internet to real estate.
When approaching oil as a commodity,
fuel experts should beware the madness
of crowds and how their behaviour
may have significant impact on market
prices.
When asked where we think oil prices are
going, the simple – albeit frustrated – response
for an industry expert is ‘I have no idea’. In
a statistical game of large numbers, the best
guess is 50-50 either higher or lower. This is
not to say that overheated markets ought to
cool off. But from day to day, hour by hour,
the chances of a move higher or lower are 5050. Nobody likes this reality but statisticians
are happy to point out the game is all in the
numbers and not the market pundits’ latest
prognostications. The market is filled with
information that inf luences expectations
of the next move. And of course there are
a number of reasons why market prices can
appear irrational yet explainable. It is also
fair and logical to dissect theories and make
predictions as long as it done with the mind
that popular opinion skews the outcome again
and again. When human behaviour is tested
in the markets, we often notice that logic
takes second seat to gut-feeling. This is the
main reason why insurance companies refuse
to offer policies that cover markets that can
be affected by human decision. For example,
an insurance company will cover hurricane
or accidental fire damage, but will not sell a
policy that pays if the price of crude goes over
$200 per barrel. They simply have no way to
judge market behaviour, but they can believe
their statistical models that predict hurricanes
and the average occurrence of a fire.

‘An insurance company
will cover hurricane or
accidental ﬁre damage, but
will not sell a policy that
pays if the price of crude
goes over $200 per barrel’
Long term parking
In an opposite fashion, modern investment
portfolio theory uses the statistical argument
to include more commodities in their strategy
as they aim to increase returns through
diversified risk. Research suggests that
commodities as an asset class enable portfolio
managers to achieve more diversification and
lower volatility of investment returns on a
risk adjusted basis. As investment portfolio
managers continue to embrace this research,
the amount of passive money in commodities
will continue to increase. From an investment
trend perspective, commodities have become
a proxy bet on the growth of China and other
emerging markets which are highly dependent
on fuel for economic output. When investors
and portfolio managers attempt to diversify
they look no farther than investment products
such as the Standard & Poors (S&P) GCSI
(formerly the Goldman Sachs Commodity Index)
that has a composition of approximately 70%
in energies. These are not hedge funds that
take positions on both the long and short side
of the market. Their investment strategy is
buy and hold – whether demand is weak or
supply is abundant may be irrelevant. This
kind of money is parked by pension funds and
endowments, individuals and trusts. They
simply have no interest in fundamentals. On
a recent visit to a pension fund in Canada,
we learned that they had committed a tidy
$8 billion to commodities, primarily using
passive index tools. $8 billion to buy and hold
until redemptions call for liquidation.

Speculators are mad?
Investor and fund interest in commodities is
labelled ‘speculative interest’ due to the fact
that these market participants are awaiting
the greater fool to buy at a higher price and
enable a profitable exit. It is true that most
speculative interest is driven by investment
funds. Unfortunately, the assumption that

‘Almost certainly, the madness of crowds will take the price of oil
and reﬁned fuels to levels beyond reason again and again’
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ess of crowds
speculators are always bullish is also wrong.
For example, crude oil futures have had
record high volumes in the speculative interest
category whilst natural gas futures have
been well below normal. Since the market
is supplied by producers of these fuels, they
are the natural sellers in the market. When
suppliers are bullish, they refuse to commit to
sell more and the price rises despite the actual
supply outlook. Since the madness of crowds
applies to both buyers and sellers, the argument
of where the price ought to be is continuously
in f lux and arguably unknowable.
The price of oil in itself has become
increasingly difficult to understand. The
differences between grades and delivery
points clouds where the actual fair price
should be. Index funds, for example, have
begun to shift their allocation from the West
Texas Intermediate (WTI) – the Midwest
American benchmark – to Brent – the North
Sea European benchmark – which currently
trades at a significant premium. Whilst the
WTI futures contract has been the global
price discovery mechanism since the 1980s,
other indices have gained momentum as the
crowd mentality shifts. For example, the
majority of physical crude oil now moves
from Saudi Arabia to Asia. So it would be a
fair assumption to imply that Saudi grades are
significant. But it is not surprising that WTI
and Brent have held the incumbency as key
benchmarks. Since the Saudi government
will not allow a futures contract based on
their common grade of crude oil, the market
continues to depend on alternatives. Recent
attempts by the New York Mercantile
Exchange (NYMEX) to foster a Dubaibased exchange with an Omani grade crude
specification have had mixed results.
And it just gets more complex from there.
Among the refineries of the world, there are
various grades of crude oil that are converted
to refined products that may or may not be
in demand locally. Each refinery has its own
limitations of how much gasoline, distillates
and fuel oil it can produce. In fact, the oldest
refineries in the US are geared to produce too
much gasoline, which is now being exported
in record volumes to other countries on a
regular basis. The refinery conundrum has
led to some drastic closures and sale efforts
recently - teasing some unlikely buyers.
Delta Air Lines, for one, purchased a near
scrap value ConocoPhillips refinery in
Trainer, Pennsylvania, as Bunkerspot went to
press. At least at the surface, this is evidence
that the big consumers are truly confused
about hedging and market pricing. Perhaps
this is a result of group madness at Delta.
While certain refiners are not profitable due
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to logistical constraints and product mix
handicaps, others are extremely profitable
because they sit next to discounted crude oil
and have the optimal product mix that favours
distillates. Buying a refinery does not reduce
the price of crude oil but it does guarantee
owning supply of products you do not want.
For example, Delta would like to improve
its supply of low cost jet fuel. Depending on
configuration and technology, refineries must
also produce gasoline and bunker fuel which
may or may not have the same economic
market incentives. Environmental constraints
only make matters worse as consumers are
restricted to a narrowing range of product
substitutes, thereby affecting demand and
prices on a regional basis. The refining
business is in many ways just as challenging as
the marine freight industry right now. High
priced crude oil has squeezed profit margins
for refining and transportation industries
alike, forcing some players to react in curious
ways. Beware the madness of consumers
when you see someone try to control the
price of crude by buying a refinery.
Predicting the price of crude oil
is impossible at the best of times using
fundamental analysis – and the challenge
is magnified by the inf luence of crowds.
However, understanding the relationships
between different grades, refinery issues and
product logistics can be useful for planning
and hedging. We cannot underestimate the
complexities of refined products and the
ongoing changes in global market. And
as long as investor capital is patiently and
persistently buying energy commodities, no
certain end is in sight for high oil prices until
oil producers aggressively sell their future
production. But this is an unlikely scenario
given the current positioning of Iran toward
Israel and the ensuing trade embargo. Almost
certainly, the madness of crowds will take the
price of oil and refined fuels to levels beyond
reason again and again. Preparing a sound
hedging plan should encompass a sound
respect for the next mania. Without a plan,
reactive behaviour is the norm and madness
is often the result.

‘We cannot underestimate
the complexities of reﬁned
products and the ongoing
changes in global market.
And as long as investor
capital is patiently and
persistently buying energy
commodities, no certain
end is in for high oil
prices until oil producers
aggressively sell their
future production’

‘Beware the madness of
consumers when you see
someone try to control the
price of crude by buying a
reﬁnery’
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